A ray of fire pulses down the notched blade of this sword, its hilt finely crafted and wrapped in dark brown leather.
Made from iron, this thick breastplate is accented with gold, with a seven-pointed star carved into the center of the chest.
Its ivory stock engraved with Elven script but otherwise under-worked, this repeating crossbow’s mechanism is made of darkwood and iron.
Crafted from castoff bits of sharpened metal, this savage sword has holes drilled in the blade to reduce its heft.
The four large spikes protruding from each side of the anvil-like center of this warhammer serve to shred flesh and crush bone when swung.
The delicate gold inlays in the cocobolo hilt and the vicious saw-toothed blade give this falchion an exotic and deadly appearance.
Bejeweled with knuckle-sized rubies, the long black iron hilt of this glaive ends in a dangerously curved, flame-colored blade.
Sneering expectantly at the dreaded fate of its enemies, this metal helm is enameled in a deep blood-orange.
HIDE SHIRT
Rough leather scales and a studded collar have been worked together to form this hide shirt.
HORSECHOPPER
Named by the goblins for just such an activity, this crudely-made weapon looks to be cobbled together from the remnants of other weapons.
A sharp blade protrudes from the horned skull of this shield, creating a deadly weapon that protects the wielder’s hand in battle.
This intricate mask is made of gold-plated iron. Writhing tails of snakes radiate up from the mask, almost as if they were medusa hair.
This hideous mask resembles a patchwork deformed face, with one bulbous eye, a grimacing mouth of long teeth, and no noticeable nose.
Hanging from a help cord, a deep-blue pane of glass lies at the heart of this bronze medallion, visible through the star-shaped design.
BARBARIAN CHEW
A curling reddish-orange rune decorates the lid of this palm-sized bone container. Within it lies bitter-tasting dried red leaves.
Bound in tanned and blackened flesh and rimmed in intricately engraved bronze, this bulging tome displays a seven-pointed star on its cover.
CARPET
An elaborate pattern of flowing script and a seven-pointed star adorns this golden carpet, woven from the finest silks.
Cast from solid bronze and covered in a thick layer of patina, this heavy cauldron presents a seven-pointed star as well as a line of smaller runes.
COMPASS
Opening this small copper and lead clamshell reveals a working compass, its glass face cracked and worn from heavy use.
Topped with a harpy figurine sculpted from silver, this plain ceramic jar holds a pungent and unmistakable oil.
HOLY SYMBOL
Forged from metal and enameled with bright colors, this butterfly-shaped symbol shows a burning sun, a crescent moon, and two twinkling stars.
VARISIAN IDOL
Carved from granite in the likeness of an evil spirit, this crumbling head is all that remains from an ancient monument.
Set into a richly stained mahogany rim, the light-green glass of this lens depicts a hand clutching a pyramid against a crescent moon.
Rubies and topaz gems add a rich brilliance to this skillfully wrought solid-gold lyre. When played, its music fills the air and warms the heart.
PHYLACTERY
Carved from petrified bone, a decorative band of runes surrounds this small and fragile phylactery.
QUILL
Once elegant and now sinister, the perfect peacock feather and silver writing nib that make up this quill have been stained with blood.
The blotchy multi-colored pattern helps to hide the bulky metal straps that make up the center of this reinforced scarf.
BLADED SCARF
The beautiful yellow and blue pattern draws the eye and helps conceal the deadly blades running along the edges of this scarf.
UNHOLY SYMBOL
Tall ears, a wide grinning sneer, and three red eyes make up the demented dog-like face of this small stone pendant.
Cast from silver, this butterfly-shaped necklace is decorated with a golden sun, a blue crescent moon, and two stars.
Based on a longshoreman’s hook, this large but crudely wrought metal tool is covered in patches of rust and splashes of dried blood.
Beautifully crafted, this full suit of mithral plate is covered with glowing red runes.
Once a small soapstone figurine, this idol’s head was carefully removed and its body hollowed to repurpose it as a potion bottle.
POTION
Exquisitely crafted of delicate lead glass, this sand-colored potion bottle is marked with a seven-pointed star painted onto one side.
Oozing a sickly green substance, this pulpy and almost fruit-like potion bottle pulses softly when held.
Massive and heavy, this large stone staff is crafted from petrified wood, with clumps of rock crystal at each end attached to it by thick leather straps.
Ranseur
Jagged metal spikes in the shape of shark's teeth cover both ends of this multibladed ranseur.
RING
This otherwise unremarkable and crude solid-gold band bears a small seven-pointed star as its only ornamentation.
Resembling a large talon, this steel and ivory ring slips over the finger to create a wicked weapon.
ROBE
Intricate golden runework rings the cuffs and edges of this richly tailored, multi-layered green silken robe.
ROD
Bearing the remains of red paint near its handle, this brass rod prominently features a complicated rune as part of its headpiece.
Only a sloppy rendition of a rune painted onto it differentiates this rod from any other unworked piece of wood.
SCROLL
This thick parchment scroll bears various curved and dotted runes penned in a faded cobalt ink.
Myriad runes, composed mainly of intersecting straight and curved lines and written with a tar-colored ink, cover one side of this bleached vellum scroll.
Red ink, the color of fading rust, marks this dark-leather scroll with a multitude of pointed runes composed mainly of straight lines.
Tan straps of leather bind together the already twisted cords of wood and the crude blade to form this scythe.
Bits of ancient leathery flesh, tooth marks, and a rounded rune decorate the leather-wrapped twisted bone that forms this staff.
STAFF
Thick with a deep green patina, this long metal staff bears a three-pointed turquoise rune on its headpiece.
STARKNIFE
Four dagger-sized blades protrude from the corners of this weapon, making it just as lethal in close combat as it is at range.
A seven-pointed star with a golden center adorns this brilliantly polished steel shield.
Looking like little more than driftwood on first glance, this smoothed piece of darkwood holds a subtle but prominent multi-pointed rune.
Formed sensuously from a long, thin piece of white birch, this beautiful and smooth wand bears a suggestive rune at its handle.
Made of solid steel and painted an angry red, this heavy wand feels like a bludgeon and displays a jagged rune in a slight depression offset with black.
WAR RAZOR
A larger and more formidable version of the barber’s best friend, the blade of this gruesome weapon is spotted with blood and gouged from heavy use.